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Unlocking Microsoft C# v2.0 Programming Secrets provides a              guide for working with the Visual C# compiler. From discussions of              the IDE and the basics of code placement in C# to the creation of              message boxes and menus, this book details how to insert common              algorithmic functions in C# into one’s source code. 

Learn how to:

	Pass information from one window to another.                
	Use classes, constructors, and overloading in Visual C# code.                
	Convert between data types.                
	Display and plot data.                
	Create, read, and write files.                
	Use logic statements for decision making.                
	Enable and disable controls.                
	Build a top-level program and an install program for groups of                executables.                
	Create a project icon. 


About the Author              

Richard Braden, Ph.D., has over 30 years of experience in              advanced programming with a host of different platforms and              languages. He was an instructor in the mathematics and aeronautics              departments at the United States Air Force Academy, served as an              officer in the U.S. Air Force, and had a successful civilian career              at Martin-Marietta. He has also taught programming at various              universities and community colleges across the          country.
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Mac Application Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	It's never been more important to have the ability to develop an App for Mac OS X. Whether it's a System Preference, a business app that accesses information in the Cloud, or an application that uses multi-touch or uses a camera, you will have a solid foundation in app development to get the job done.


	Mac Application...
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Mobile Design Pattern Gallery, Color EditionO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		To name something is to begin to understand it.
	


	
		My five-year-old son, like many children, enjoys looking at clouds. A few weeks ago,
	
		he clued into the fact that different kinds of clouds had different names. And so, being
	
		of good geek stock, he proceeded to memorize them—cirrus, cumulus,...
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Registration and Recognition in Images and Videos (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	Computer vision is the science and technology of making machines that see. It is concerned with the theory, design and implementation of algorithms that can automatically process visual data to recognize objects, track and recover their shape and spatial layout.


	The International Computer Vision Summer School - ICVSS was...
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Business Playground: Where Creativity and Commerce Collide, The (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	I am by nature an adventurer and am continually energised by

	whatever challenges I can find to throw myself into (sometimes

	almost literally), whether that’s shaking up an industry or trying to

	circumnavigate the world in a hot air balloon. It’s the same

	enthusiasm and openness to new things that

	young children...
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APM Best Practices: Realizing Application Performance Management (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2010

	The objective of APM Best Practices: Realizing Application Performance Management is to establish reliable application performance management (APM) practices—to demonstrate value, to do it quickly, and to adapt to the client circumstances. It's important to balance long-term goals with short-term deliverables, but...
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Python Web Scraping: Hands-on data scraping and crawling using PyQT, Selnium, HTML and Python, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Successfully scrape data from any website with the power of Python 3.x

	
		Key Features

		
			A hands-on guide to web scraping using Python with solutions to real-world problems
	
			Create a number of different web scrapers in Python to extract information
	
			This book...
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